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If KISSES WERE COLORS (Dial, 2003)
A poem, comparing parental love to wonders of the natural world.
Illustrated by Alison Jay.
“…This affectionate volume will induce a contented feeling as surely as it
will inspire loving kisses. All ages.” Publishers Weekly
Hardcover
ISBN# 0-8037-2617-1
Full text board book edition, December, 2010
ISBN# 0-8037-3530-8
978-0-8037-3530-9
“Little Letters” edition (Grosset & Dunlap, 2013)
ISBN# 978-0-4484-6389-6

A FATHER’S SONG (Sterling, 2006)
The shared joy of a day in the park highlights the bond between a father
and child. Illustrated by Lucy Corvino.
“…an excellent book for reading aloud and sharing one-on-one.”
School Library Journal
ISBN# 1-4027-2501-9
978-1-4027-2501-2

A MOTHER’S SONG (Sterling, 2010)

A mother and child share and enjoy nature throughout the seasons.
Illustrated by Kathleen Kemly.
“…a breezy message about motherly love.” Publishers Weekly
ISBN# 978-1-4027-6968-9
A MAMA BUG’S LOVE (Little Simon, 2006)
This sturdy pop-up board book, featured in Sesame Street Magazine, and
illustrated by Rick Peterson, is a mama bug love fest:
“Bumblebee hums lullabies that sound just like a buzz. She waits until her
brood’s asleep to snuggle baby’s fuzz.”
ISBN# 1-4169-1548-6
978-1-4169-1548-5
TYRANNOCLAUS (HarperCollins Children’s Books, 2009)
This prehistoric Christmas Eve adventure, full of action and delight,
is illustrated by John Shroades.
“…Young dino devotees will enjoy the rhyming text and dramatic
combination of Christmas, dinosaurs and steaming hot lava.”
Kirkus Reviews
ISBN# 978-0-06-117054-6
SILLY GHOSTS (Jumping Jack Press, 2011)
Silly Ghosts pop out of this delightful, large book to surprise and entertain
little ones.
ISBN# 978-1605807089

SNOWZILLA (Two Lions Press, 2012)
Cami Lou and her brother build the biggest snowman ever, but will they be
able to save Snowzilla when a judge rules he’s got to go?
Illustrated by Amanda Haley.
“Lawler opens with this Dr. Seuss-like stanza: ‘It snowed without stopping/
for week after week./When it ended at last,/Cami Lou took a peek.’ ...”
School Library Journal
ISBN# 978-7614-6188-3

OCEAN COUNTING (National Geographic Children’s Books, 2013)
Breathtaking undersea photographs and kid-friendly facts about interesting
ocean life help little ones learn how to count from one to ten. Photographs
by Brian Skerry.
Named a 2014 Outstanding Science Trade Book by the Nat’l. Science
Teachers Association.
ISBN# 1426311168
ISBN# 978-1426311161

SILLY SKELETONS (Jumping Jack Press, 2013)
This pop-up book features trick-or-treating skeletons that fool the
neighborhood with their very “real” costumes.
ISBN# 978-160580986-1

LOVE IS REAL (HarperCollins, 2014)

Love is in “the little things” shared from sunrise to sunset by families of
foxes, bunnies, and bears. Illustrated by Anna Brown.
“In impeccably rhymed couplets, Lawler (Snowzilla) makes the case that
love is all about actions in a story that feels simultaneously old-fashioned
and of-the-moment…”
Publisher’s Weekly
ISBN# 978-0-06-224170-2
RAIN FOREST COLORS (Nat. Geographic Children’s Books, 2014)
Kids learn about colors and rain forest animals in this stunning picture book
that features fabulous photos complemented by spare text, fun facts, a
color quiz, and more. Photographs by Tim Laman.
*Starred review from Kirkus!
ISBN# 978-1-4263-1733-0
SILLY HAUNTED HOUSE (Jumping Jack Press, 2015)
Silly Ghosts pop out of this delightful, large book to surprise and entertain
little ones.
ISBN# 1623482623
978-1623482626
SANTA’S TREE (Jumping Jack Press, 2015)
Woodland animals decorate their tree and surprise Santa with a
personalized greeting! Interactive and pop-up elements will delight all ages.
ISBN# 162348264X
978-1623482640
THE PREHISTORIC GAMES (Pelican Publishing Company, 2016)

Every thousand years, a torch is lit in volcanic flames to start the Games!
Wings flap, tails swish, and crowds roar for determined prehistoric
competitors vying for medals in this vibrant and rollicking read aloud.
ISBN# 1455621382
978-1455621385
LOOKING FOR A LULLABY (Grosset & Dunlap, 2016)
ISBN # 0399541446
978-0399541445
ARCTIC CHRISTMAS (Jumping Jack Press, 2016)
North Pole animals share their holiday excitement with penguin friends
from the south. Readers get to join in with interactive, pop-up fun.
ISBN # 1623483646
978-1623483647
SCARY PLANTS! (Penguin Young Readers, 2017)
This level 4 reader provides a peek at fascinating, scary plants that can
sting, prick, trap, or poison as they protect themselves or capture food!
Fabulous photos complement this text developed with Smithsonian
Gardens.
ISBN# 0451533712
978-0451533715

